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1. Purpose of the Equipment
The task of the described control unit (thereinafter only SP) is to regulate rotation
speed of a combustion engine.

2. Operating Conditions
To enjoy the faultless operation it is necessary to observe the fundamental operating
conditions which are defined in the following sections:
a) Proper connecting of Input/Output connectors
b) CU-power supply which meets the allowed tolerances (=10÷33V)
c) Proper parameter setting of the controlling SW
d) Observance of the operating temperature in surroundings within the range up  to

60°

3. Mechanical Design
The USC is fixed in a detached metal box having dimensions258x155mm (mounting
holes 240x110mm with diameter 5mm), height 92mm, protection IP65. The lateral
face includes 2 connectors for connection of the actuator (hereinafter only ACt) as
well as connection of the input signals and the CANNON connectors for
communication.
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4. Electrical design

The USC is connected to the switch-board by means of two connectors; S1 (power
connector) and S2 (signal connector).
The USC is supplied (connector S1) with DC voltage of 10÷33V DC, consumption
(provided the 24V supply) 130mA provided the regulator deactivated, 800mA (in
peaks up to 2A) when regulated (applies to Act Heinzmann StG 2010.20-KV-SC, for
other Act types can the consumption during operation fluctuate, consumption in idle
as well as peak time is not affected by the ACt type.
Connectors CANNON (S3,S4) are used for connecting of the USC to PC (RS-232
monitoring, diagnostics setting) and to the CU UniGEN (RS-485 control)

Position of connectors:
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4.1 Connector S1

Pin Name Description
S1.1 ActGND Position sensing of the actuator Svorka 5(E) A
S1.2 ActPos Svorka 4(A) A
S1.3 Act8V Svorka 3(D) A
S1.4 ActI- Excitation current for the actuator Svorka 1(B) A
S1.5 ActI+ Svorka 2(C) A
S1.6 NC
S1.7 NC
S1.8 NC
S1.9 GND Regulator supply
S1.10 =10÷33V
Maximal conductors cross-section 2,5mm2
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4.2 Connector S2

Pin Name Description
S2.1 GNDA Analogue ground
S2.2 20mA Current input 20mA
S2.3 RpmPotB Brush for rpm correction
S2.4 RpmPotA Supply for the rpm correction potentiometer
S2.5 RpmIn Rpm sensor
S2.6 NC
S2.7 NC
S2.8 GNDD Digital ground
S2.9 BinOut4 Configurable physical binary outputs
S2.10 BinOut3
S2.11 BinOut2
S2.12 BinOut1
S2.13 BinIn4 Configurable physical binary inputs
S2.14 BinIn3
S2.15 BinIn2
S2.16 BinIn1
Maximal conductors cross-section 2,5mm2
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4.3 Connector S3 (RS-485 for connection to CU UniGEN)
Communication interfacing RS-485 (for connection to the CU UniGEN) involves
connectors S3

Name Meaning Working values
S3.1 485B Communication interfacing RS-485 Levels compatible with RS-485
S3.2 GND
S3.3 NC
S3.4 NC
S3.5 NC
S3.6 485A Communication interfacing RS-485
S3.7 NC
S3.8 NC
S3.9 NC

4.4 Connector S4 (RS-232 for connection to PC)
Communication of USC with PC (service program ManagerAP) is implemented by
means of the serial interface RS-232 (9-pins connector CANNON). For connection to
PC it is necessary to use a cross-cable (2-3, 3-2, 5-5).

Name Meaning Working values
S5.1 NC Levels compatible with RS-232
S5.2 RxD Receive of serial data
S5.3 TxD Sending of serial data
S5.4 NC
S5.5 GND Ground
S5.6 NC
S5.7 NC
S5.8 NC
S5.9 NC
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4.5 Analogue Inputs Calibration
All analogue inputs (potentiometer, 20mA, actuator position….) can be calibrated
digitally without interference with SP (trimmer setting).
Calibration is carried out by connecting of SP to PC by means of RS-232. After
having selected menu “Service/Calibration” in program “MANAGER.EXE” the
dialogue window for calibration will appear. The selected parameter can be
accurately set to desired value using press buttons for offset change and amplitude
change:

Offset resetting Offset change Amplitude change

               M ená hodnota

Skute ná hodnota

Recommended procedure for calibrating:

a) Disconnecting of the calibrated input (zero setting)
b) Offset zero setting “O” (possibly offset correction by keys “+” and “-”)
c) Connecting the input to the defined value
d)   Setting of the required value using gain buttons “+” and “–“ (or press “G” after

entering requested value)
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Before inputs calibration need to set coarse calibration. Coarse calibration is
performed by its offset settings (when actuator slosed, zero input current) in such a
way that the measured value show 4%.

5. Logical signals
Logical signals are inputs and outputs of the USC algorithm. Some of them are used
for regulator control, other is possible to map to physical inputs (or external signals)
or can be used in functions (internal PLC).

5.1Logical binary inputs

5.1.1 "Ctrl" (Control)

5.1.1.1"AckExt" (External acknowledge)
Rising edge of acknowledge signal do reset of possible failure. This signal is
possible connect to acknowledge signal from CU (in such can is USC failure reset by
“Fault reset” key on CU), or is possible co connect to USC activation signal (failure is
reset when request to run).

5.1.1.2"Enable" (Enable)
Logical input “Enable” activates the speed governor. Input activation launch the start
phase of speed governor.

5.1.1.3"FuelAB" (Fuel A/B)
Fuel selection, switches minimal and maximal actuator limits depend selected fuel
type.

5.1.1.4"PidAB" (PID A/B set selection)
PID parameters set selection, if input is inactive, is used PID set “A”, by input
activation is PID set “B” selected.

5.1.1.5"RegPosRpm" (Regulation position/speed)
Activation of this signal switch the USC from speed regulation mode to position
(power in mains parallel mode) regulation mode. This input can be directly controlled
by generator contactor state.

5.1.1.6"RpmIdle" (Idle Rpm)
Logical input switch the requested level of rpm. Activation of input cause engine run
on idle speed. If not active, engine run on rated rpm.
After start phase finished, engine stay defined time on idle rpm (regardless on this
input state), than passes to rated rpm value (if input is inactive). Thus by input
activation is possible to extended idle run time or ensure decreasing to idle speed
before engine stop.

5.1.2"User" (User)

5.1.2.1"UsrBI_n" (User binary input n)
User binary inputs vstupy 1÷16. Used for signals connection from the physical
inputs, expansion modules or other equipment UNIMA connected to the RS-485
interface to functions, where used in function blocks to create custom algorithms.
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5.2Logical binary outputs
Some logical binary outputs can be directly mapped to physical outputs, some can
only be used in functions. If you need to connect the physical output logic signal that
is available only in the functions, create using the block "REP" user logic output that
is available in the mapping.

5.2.1 "Error" (Error)

5.2.1.1"FeedB" (Feed-back)
Actuator feedback error. Activated, when USC does not have information about the
position of the actuator and thus cannot regulate its position. In such a condition is
turned off the power stage (drive current into AC) thus closing of actuator. The signal
is deactivated by fault acknowledge (rise edge of “AckExt" signal or by pressing the
acknowledgment in the service program).

5.2.1.2"RpmHi" (Speed overrun)
Output is activated on speed overrun (measured rpm is higher than parameter
„RpmHi“). Deactivated by fault acknowledge.

5.2.1.3"RpmLo" (Speed fall)
Output is activated on speed fall (measured rpm become zero during idle-run or is
lower than parameter “RpmLo“ during rated-run). Deactivated by fault acknowledge.

5.2.1.4"TempOvr" (Overheat)
Output is activated on temperature protection overstep. Deactivated by fault
acknowledge.

5.2.2 "Sta" (State)

5.2.2.1"CurLim" (Current limitation)
The USC activates this output in the event that despite the best action intervention
(maximum current into the AC) could not be reached for a period of 250ms desired
position of actuator (mechanical barrier, the end stop). Exciting current  to actuator is
reduced to holding current to prevent damage to the output stage and actuator
(maximum continuous current to actuator). The signal deactivates when the
controller reaches the desired position.

5.2.2.2"Max" (Maximal value)
Output is active, when actuator is in its maximal position.

5.2.2.3"Min" (Minimal value)
Output is active, when actuator is in its minimal position.

5.2.2.4"Ready" (Ready)
Output is active, when USC is ready to start.

5.2.3 "Sys" (System)

5.2.3.1"Clk1s" (Periodic signal 1s)
Oscillating signal with period 1s and duty cycle 1:1.
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5.2.3.2"FuncRes" (Functions reset)
The signal is active after reset during the first calculation of functions (can be used
e.g. to the default settings of flip-flop circuits).

5.2.4"User" (User)

5.2.4.1"UsrBO_n" (User binary output n)
User binary outputs 1÷16.
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5.3Logical analog inputs

5.3.1 "Ctrl" (Control)

5.3.1.1"PosReq" (Requested position)
Requested position of actuator ("RegPosRpm"=1).

5.3.1.2"RpmReq" (Requested speed)
Requested speed ("RegPosRpm"=0).

5.3.2 "Flap" (Flap)

5.3.2.1"FlapCurr" (Flap current)
Regulatory intervention (exciting current) to actuator.

5.3.2.2"FlapPos" (Flap position)
Measured position of actuator.

5.3.2.3"PosReg" (Position regulation)
Regulated position of actuator.

5.3.3 "Rpm" (Rpm)

5.3.3.1"Rpm" (Rpm)
Measured speed.

5.3.3.2"RpmReg" (Speed regulation)
Regulated speed.

5.3.4 "Temp" (Temperature)

5.3.4.1"Temp" (Temperature)
Temperature inside USC.If temperature oversetp the defined shut-down level,
overheat error will occur.

5.3.5"User" (User)

5.3.5.1"UsrAI_n" (User analog input n)
User analog inputs 1÷16. Used for signals connection from the physical inputs,
expansion modules or other equipment UNIMA connected to the RS-485 interface to
functions, where used in function blocks to create custom algorithms.
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5.4Logical analog outputs

5.4.1User" (User)

5.4.1.1"UsrAO_n" (User analog output n)
User analog outputs 1÷16.
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6. Configuration

6.1 Recommended configuration for control by analog and binary signals
The specific configuration of USC in case of management by "external" signals
depend on the specific needs (speed / performance analog, digital signals using
more / less or combined). The following example demonstrates the "simplest"
configuration USC. The activation of a mode USC defines the status of two binary
signals, the requested speed (requested position) controls one analog input.

6.1.1 Mapping of binary inputs

6.1.2 Mapping of binary outputs
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6.2 Recommended configuration for data control from CU UNIMA-KS
When connecting to the USC to CS UNIMA-KS (Unigene, MicroGEN, MiniGEN etc)
can only be controlled by the USC data line RS-485 (without the use of physical
inputs USC). The following sections describe an example of "minimal configuration"
for connection to the control system UniGEN. USC unused inputs can be used for
any extension of the CU input.

6.2.1 Mapping of binary inputs

USC is in this case activated simultaneously with the opening of the gas valve. The
controller switches from speed control to position control mode (power) while the
generator contactor is closed (only for pure parallel units, in other cases, the signal
should be active when the generator contactor is closed and the network). Any error
of USC can be reset by key "Fault reset" on CU.

6.2.2 Mapping of analog inputs

In speed control mode (signal "Regulation position / speed" is inactive) applies input
"Requested speed". The value is given a signal "Requested speed" of UniGEN
(usually nominal speed, if phasing network frequency converted by the number of
poles of the generator to engine speed).
In parallel mode (signal "Regulation position / speed" is active) applies input
"Requested position ". The value is given the signal "Speed regulation" of UniGEN.
The default value of this signal is given by the position of the damper USC at the
time of synchronization. Subsequently, the RS value varies according to the power
control. Control system must have speed control mode to "USC".


